This paper presents a design of parking space intelligentmanagement system based on visual identification which combines visual image processing technology and intelligent management systems.In the system, visual processing technology is used to extract the vehicle information such as parking spaces, vehicle license plate number, vehicle type,parking position, etc. A set of visual processing related functions are realized such as the parking space indication, vehicle detection, vehicle positioning, timing charging, etc.It is more convenient for users to finda car in a large car park. Cameras are used to monitor parking situation in real-time to achieve the function of electronic patrol. The system provides a convenient and efficient management of a large car park and save labor costs. Based on the architecture of this system, the more visual processing technology can be integrated into the system,such as face recognition, vehicle color andlogorecognition and so on.They can improve the reliability and security of parking space management system.
Introduction
With the rapid development of China's economy, more and more vehicles are used as the main conveyance of citizens, which not only led to traffic congestion, but also parking difficult problems. Traditional car park management system requires the staff at the entrance, and easily results in liningup for parking.It's low efficiencyand usuallycauses loss of parking fees and security problems. The traditional car park management system has been unable to meet the parking demand nowadays, so parking lot intelligent management system arises at the historic momentand attracts a lot of researchers [1] .
International Symposium on Computers & Informatics (ISCI 2015) Car parkintelligent management system can achieve efficient,rapid,intelligent management of the car park. Most of the car parkintelligent management system in the currentcommercialproducts isaimed at the entrance of a parking lot to achieve parking fee management and vehicle guidance. Although a number of techniques are used to detect parking vehicle such asultrasonic probe, vehicle detector, infrared detector,RFID electronic tag and reader [2] [3] [4] ,card reader and barcode machine, some of these devicesrequire high maintenance costs,some arenot suitable to the temporary vehicle. And the systemrequires the complicated operations and is lack of humanization. At present, the research of the parking space intelligent management system is far away from maturity, especially very few parking space intelligent management systems arebased on visual identification. Therefore this paper presents a study on the design of the parking space intelligent management system based on visual identification technology,mainly for integration of advanced visual processing technologies to intelligent management ofparking space.
Brief introduction of the overall design
In this system camerasareused to collect vehicleinformation, and they are placedonentrance, overhead of car park, and each parking space.Overhead cameras are used to monitor vehicle movement track [5] and availablevehicle parking spacesto guide vehicle parking. The cameras corresponding to specific parking space can collect real-time images of theparking spaces. If a parking space has a parking car, the license plate number,vehicle type will be recognized usinglicense plate number recognition [6] and vehicletype recognition algorithms [7] .Based on the recognition results, parking space numbered,parking time and other information are extracted and stored in the Oracle database.At the same time the parking information is displayed on a screen to show which vehicle with a licenseplate number and vehicletype is parked in which parking space. Finding a car in the car park, a client can input their license plate number ona touch screento query for the parked vehicles, to find their vehicles and guide the road to the vehicle easily.Through the overhead camera one can view real-time situation of each parking space,to act aselectronic patrol function. It is not only convenient,fast and efficient,but also improves the safety of the vehicle management.
Architecture of the System

Hardwaresolution
The hardware of system is mainly composed of a parking space data acquisition module, data transmission module and processing terminal equipment, includingCCDcamera,coaxialcable, 1.2g/2.4g wireless transmitting and receiving module, video capture card,tower server and corresponding power.The layout of the entire system is shown in Fig. 1 . The layout of the entire system is shown in Fig.1 and ''represent CCD camera.
Parking space data acquisition moduleis used in aisles and each parking spaceto install a CCDcamera, collecting the real-time images of parking space, provides data source for the subsequent operation such as vehicle plate and type recognition, vehicle movement track recognition [5] and so on.
Datatransmissionmoduleadoptswireor wireless transmissionto transfer the video to capture card, the analog signal will be converted to digital signal, and after compression the signal is transmitted to the processing terminal for processing.
Wire transmission mode is generally used in the case of that parking space and processing terminal is far away for wireless signal coverage,since cable transmission is relatively stable, long distancetransmission.
Wireless transmission modeis used in a reliablewireless signal range, and it has many advantages such as saving the wiring, simple installation,flexible and convenient. The wireless transmission mode is used 1.2G or 2.4G which is decided by the specific parking circumstances.If there is more obstacles between parking space and processing terminal like walls and trees, using 1.2G band wireless transmitting and receiving module is a good option. 1.2 G spectrum is better than 2.4G spectrumbecause strong power which makes signal stronger ability to penetratethe barrier and has better diffraction. Otherwise if parking space and the processing terminal arein open area, 2.4G bandcan be used on an empty area.2.4G frequency transmission distance is farther than 1.2G band. At the same time, 1.2G and 2.4G wireless transmitting and receiving module havenine channels,which can be selectededaccording to actual situation based on appropriate transmission frequency of transmission.
Processing terminaluse tower server with high performanceand fast processing speedto deal with the received data. And it connects touchscreen display and networks which make customers can retrieve information from parking space through touchscreen display or network.
Touchscreen display is shown in Fig.2 at the entrance of the parking lot. Customers can input their license plate number in the interface which can query to the parking space numbered, vehicletype, the parking time, the total cost and so on. At the same time can show the parking lot and find vehicleroadmap, facilitating the clients to reverse the vehicle.In addition, the system records license plate number and vehicle type in a parking space, and clients can also see license plate number and vehicle type. Softwaresystem The software system adopts the combination of VS2010,Opencv and Oracle database. Main functions are realizedfor viewingreal-timevideo framefrom the cameras,vehicle license plate recognition, parking time records, parking space numbered, total parking space number, remaining parking space number and so on. Managers simply usingsoftware interface can view any parking spaces in real time, such as a parking space whether have a parking vehicle, and can know the vehiclelicense plate number, vehicle type, and the staytime to act aselectronic patroland perform timing charging.It is convenient, quickly and efficiently to realize the intelligentmanagement forparking spaces.The software modules are shown in Fig. 3, for Vehicle type recognitioninthisdesignhas been carried out by the team member HaoChen and has been integrated into the system [6] . Vehicle typerecognition is mainly divided into: three sedan, hatchback cars,commercial vehicles, bus, middle bus, minivan, truck, container truck in the system..
Vehicle movement track recognitionin the design has been carried out by the team member Meiyan Lin and has beenintegrated into the system [7] .The algorithm can realize vehicle movement track recognition which is convenient for police to find the criminal.
Extensible function
This system has reserved module interfaces for the vehicle logoand color recognition which are undergoing projects that is armed to realize the algorithms [8, 9] .The system can set up a camera on each parking space to collect the owner image if onewant to make the owners face recognition. System reserved software and hardware interfaces,the new modules and algorithms can be directly embedded into the systemto improve the reliability and security of parking management.
Conclusion
In this paper, the parking spaceintelligent management system is proposed based on visual identificationin which vehicle information is extracted using visual image processing approaches according to data acquisitionfrom different environment of a parking space by means of wire or wireless transmission, so that the system achieves more rapid,effective and intelligent. It is not only convenient for customersreverse theirvehicles, but also for system administrators to manage parking feeand act as electronic patrol. The software interface implementation provides convenient operation, automatic controls so that labor costs are saving. At the same time,the reserved system interfaces can be used to extend the functions such as vehicle logo, body color and the face recognition to further enhance the reliability and security of the system.
